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Last Name First Name College Position Final Grade
Torrence II Rashad UF Safety 5.5
Height 6’0 Weight 197 40 speed 4.72 Test Score
ATHLETIC ABILITY SECTION GRADE: 5.6
Q.A.B 5.5
Quick Feet 5.5
C.O.D. 5.5
Flexibility 5.5
Coordination 6.0

Shows decent quickness,agility and balance and aggression. But definitely needs to improve his
tackling when reading and reacting to plays. Can make plays supporting run defense close to the LOS.
Displays good coordination.

COMPETITIVENESS SECTION GRADE: 5.91
Toughness 6.0
Clutch Play 5.5
Production 5.5
Consistency 5.5
Team Player 7.0
Pride / Quit 6.0

Has pretty durable through his career. Lack’s explosion at the POA and often takes bad angles. Since his
make up speed is not great, this causes many issues on deep passes. Needs to lock in and focus while
improving his reach time, which in turn will improve his consistency.

MENTAL ALERTNESS SECTION GRADE: 5.5
Learn / Retain 5.5
Inst/Reaction 5.5
Concentration 5.5

Concentration needs to improve as stated above. This has to get better for him to earn playing time at
the next level. Has potential but needs to work harder.

STRENGTH / EXPLOSION SECTION GRADE:c 5.37
Body Type 6.0 Good size but needs to play stronger.Finish his tackles and react faster.

No reason here for not these task.Durability 5.5
Explosion 5.0
Play Strength 5.0



GDE CATEGORY reacts COMMENTS DESCRIPTION GAMES VIEWED COMBINE NOTES
5.0 READ & REACT Better in small spaces. And

windows.
UTAH
Kentucky

225 REPS
VERTICAL JUMP
BROAD JUMP
20 SHUTTLE
60 SHUTTLE DNP
3 CONE

5.0 M / M COVERAGE Struggles in M to M coverage due to
fluidity and slow reaction and make
up speed.

5.0 ZONE COVERAGE Should be a better fit in Zone on the
next level.

5.0 BREAK AND Needs to react faster but shows good
quickness when analyzing the play
better.

5.0 HIPS / TURN ABIL. Needs to improve his pursuit and
coming out of back peddling
smoother.

5.0 TACKLING Needs to wrap up more consistently
and complete his tackle.

5.0 HITTING ABILITY Solid pop bit just needs to finish
tackle.

5.0 HANDS INT Not active around the ball
5.0 HANDS Needs to be more physical at the

POA.Not a ballhawk
ICAL FACTORS

4.0 DEEP SPEED Does not possess great speed. ATHLETIC ABILITY 6.0 COVERAGE 5.0
TACKLING 6.0 COMPETES 6.0
PLAY SPEED 5.5 INSTINCTS 5.0

-- RETURN ABILITY n/a
5.0 ERRORS Vulnerable to deep passes and

sometimes takes poor angles
STRONG POINTS cOCWEAKNESSES



Just needs to play with more anticipation. With more focus and a
coaching staff that is dedicated to imploring the right scheme that fits
his talent, he may become much better.

Not great COD and gets caught up in blocks in pursuit of ball
carriers. Does not show well in man coverage struggles with
recovery speed.

SUMgrGreat MARY
Overall a good prospect but will take a lot of work. Has some tools to park with but needs to develop ball instincts. If he can be coached
to react faster he may be a solid backup on the next level but will definitely be fighting for a roster spot and probably will start on special

teams. .


